Pile Dynamics Celebrates 40 Years in Business

Pile Dynamics Inc. (PDI) commemorated its 40th anniversary this fall with a series of events showcasing its manufacturing of testing instruments for deep foundations and the company’s growth into more than 90 countries.

In its hometown and headquarters in Cleveland, the celebration of PDI began with field demonstrations before invited guests, which included the director of Operations from the International Association of Foundation Drilling and PDI’s representative from China. PDI employees and guests continued the celebration in downtown Cleveland at the Allen Theater, where featured guests were recognized for their early and continual influence on the company’s success. The audience also viewed a video showcasing PDI products and company president Garland Likins’ recounting of PDI’s history and from several guest speakers. The celebration concluded with a dinner and cake, which resembled various PDI testing instruments.

For more information on the company, visit www.pile.com/pdi.